
The Elma Laser X2 uses the latest technology with a green laser light, for enhanced visibility.
The Elma Laser X2 provides perfect markings even in long range, which eliminate the need to 
draw on the floor, walls and ceilings. Helping the task of installing shelfs, paintings, kitchen 
tables etc.
The Elma Laser X2 indicates single, dual or triple axis 360˚, and is perfect leveling in all 
dimensions. Both fast and easy, and hands free to work - just place the laser and turn it on. It 
is also self leveling, and if the deviation is too big, the laser indicates by fast blinking, which 
makes operating error impossible. Aswell as horizontal and vertical 360˚ lines, you can also 
make straight lines in sloping angles, this is useful for stairways etc. Lock the Elma Laser X2 
to deactivate the self leveling mechanism, and set the angle, simply by placing on standard 
tripod or on the supplied magnetic adapter. When the leveling is locked, the Elma Laser X2 
will indicate, by blinking every 3 second, to prevent mistakes. As additional safety against 
errors, Elma Laser X2 can’t be turned off, when the lock is deactivated, securing the pendulum 
suspension against transport damage.
The Elma Laser X2 includes batteries, manual, nylon bag and magnetic adapter.

Attribute Value
Visual Range: To 45m depending on light

Vertical Accuracy: ±3mm@10m

Horizontal Accuracy: ±3mm@10m

Self Leveling: ≤4˚

Self Level Time: ≤5s

Laser: Class II 510nm, 40mW

Mount Thread: 1/4 inch

Battery: 4 pcs. AA 1,5V (incl.)

Power Supply: 230V to Micro USB (Incl.)

Battery Life: ≥4t @ 2 lines

Protection class: IP54

Dimensions: 95x80x60mm

Weight: 240g

Features:
• Green light laser for enhanced visibility.
• Single, dual or triple axis 360˚.
• Self leveling mechanism.
• Eliminates the need to draw on the floor, walls and ceilings.
• Magnetic adapter included.
• Batteries included.
• Nylon bag included.

Elma Laser X2 green cross laser for increased visibility
Rugged, IP54 for every enviroment 


